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Background: 
 The Lionel standard gauge number 42 electric type locomotive was unusual for 
having two motors, one in each four wheel truck.  A photo is shown of in Figure 1.  But, 
even more unusual (unique?) was that some of these locomotives were built with a switch 
that would operate the motors in shunt rather than series configuration.  Many modern 
locomotives (the earliest going back to the S gauge American Flyer line?) have 
permanent magnet motors.  But virtually all locomotives in the earlier eras had series 
wound “universal” motors that could be operated on either AC or DC.  This was in part 
due to the inferior qualities of early permanent magnets; over time they would lose 
strength.  In part it was because changing utility power AC to DC was inconvenient and 
expensive prior to the invention of solid state rectifiers.  Finally, and especially in the 
early 20th century, some households did not have AC power.  It was possible to operate 
toy trains from a 12 Volt battery (or two 6 Volt batteries in series). 
 

 
Figure 1  Lionel 42 Standard gauge locomotive on test track 

 
 A number of early locomotives were expected to accommodate operation on 
either AC or DC.  The AC Voltage needed, however, was higher than the DC Voltage for 
the same conditions (power delivered) due to the inductance of the motor.  In addition, an 
AC motor can be expected to be slightly less efficient due to larger resistance losses at a 
given power delivered.  The significant difference between operating Voltages meant that 
bulb life on AC might be too short (or the bulb might be too dim on DC).  Ives, in their O 
gauge 3238, provided a switch to allow an extra resistance to be placed in series with the 
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locomotive headlight so that it would not burn too brightly when operated on AC.  
Perhaps there are other similar cases. 
 Having a lower operating Voltage on DC was nice because any DC Voltage 
above 12 Volts might be difficult to obtain, at least if batteries were used.  However, 
particularly powerful locomotives, like the two motor number 42, might have problems 
on 12 Volts DC due to larger resistance losses in the track and wiring.  Perhaps this is 
why Lionel provided a switch on this locomotive to operate the two motors in a shunt 
mode.  Figure 2 shows the series and shunt arrangements, simplified by the omission of 
the reversing switch.  When operating in shunt mode the needed Voltage is reduced by 
what would normally be the field Voltage of each motor.  On the other hand, the 
locomotive current is increased by the need to provide field current independent of the 
armatures. 
 

 
 

Figure 2  Lionel 42 Series and Shunt configurations (simplified) 
 
 The purpose of the exercise described in this paper is to compare the performance 
of the Lionel 42 locomotive in its various modes, AC, DC series, and (the unusual one) 
DC shunt. 
 
Test methodology: 
 
 The locomotive used for this analysis was obtained at the York TCA show of 
Spring, 1914, specifically for this purpose.  It was a “refurbished” unit; ones in more 
original condition were considerably more expensive.  The locomotive obtained did not 
have the special DC shunt mode switch; it was assumed that the two motors could be 
wired to put them in shunt mode.  That turned out to be more difficult than expected.  The 
locomotive also turned out to have a problem with the wheels on the trucks locking 
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because the drive rods were not properly “quartered”.  Rather than take risks associated 
with removing the wheels, the motors were operated without the drive rods.  Friction tires 
proved to be necessary to give the locomotive needed traction, especially when testing 
mechanical power and when pulling a train.  Rubber bands were used for that purpose, 
but did often slip or come off during testing, making some of the data less useful than 
desired.  The reversing switch did not maintain contact reliably.  For test purposes, the 
locomotive was operated without the reverse switch by directly wiring the motors as 
shown in Figure 2.  The light bulb for the head lamp was removed so that only the motors 
were an electrical load.  It was noted that one of the locomotive motors was “better” than 
the other – it started at a lower Voltage and presented less friction.  The inferior motor 
had a more poorly meshing (more worn?) pinion gear.  It is thus supposed that these 
motors were from different sources originally. 
 The test track was a circle of standard diameter.  For finding the mechanical effort 
needed to move the locomotive, a pulley drive connected to a pivoting arm was used to 
pull the locomotive around the track.  A mass of 7.726 Kg acting on a 4 inch pulley gave 
a pull calculated as 1.645 lb. resulting in the locomotive moving at a scale 44.6 mph (3 
circuits of the test track in 17.5 seconds).  This is 8.67 Watts of mechanical power.  There 
was not sufficient calibrated mass (or string strength) for faster speeds.  Earlier, similar 
mechanical measurements were made on Ives 2341 and 2343 locomotives and a variety 
of cars, so that the mechanical effort being exerted at different speeds could be estimated.  
The 8.67 Watts to move the 42 compares with 2 Watts and 3.5 Watts for the Ives 
locomotives, and is also large relative to the 3.6 Watts needed for the four cars used when 
pulling a “train”.  Because changes in the train load makes relatively little difference in 
effort required, tests were run with either the locomotive alone or with a 4 car train 
consisting of Ives caboose, tank car, reefer, and coke cars. 
 DC Electrical tests were made using a large laboratory grade HP 6428B supply 
(0-20V, 0-45A).  AC tests used as a supply a Lionel early V transformer (0-25V) in series 
with a Stancor 0104B filament transformer (5V, 10A).  This arrangement gave up to 30 
Volts.  For AC tests, a 2 Ohm resistor was used as a current measuring device, with 
current and the Voltage supplied to the track observed with a Tektronix 2245A 
Oscilloscope.  The oscilloscope allowed the phase difference between Voltage and 
Current to be observed, and thus the AC power factor calculated.  Supplied current was 
measured with an EXTECH EX530 multimeter (reading true r.m.s. Amperes).  Voltage 
was read by a METEX M-4650CR multimeter, attached to the track 90 degrees around 
the circle from the supply to get an average over the circuit.   

 
Figure 3  Test Circuit used to supply and measure parameters 
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 The shunt configuration presented a difficulty because for the locomotive being 
used both field windings were grounded to the motor frame (the field laminations and 
everything attached to them).  For the original Lionel 42 configured with a shunt/series 
switch, apparently a special motor was used having the interior winding lead brought out 
instead of grounded.  Reversing is accomplished by changing the polarity of the armature 
with respect to the field.  (It seems much more common in series motor locomotives to 
change the field polarity; the grounded field terminal was a surprise.)  Several 
alternatives were considered to give a shunt configuration.  Ultimately it was decided to 
substitute a tether for the track “ground” connection so that the locomotive.  Figure 4 
shows how this circuit was arranged.  The effect is the same as the original shunt 
configuration, without needing reconstruction of a motor (field rewinding), albeit with 
the inconvenience of a tether.  The tether was led to an overhead attachment.  After each 
test run the tether (and Voltmeter connection) needed to be disconnected, unwound, and 
reconnected. 
 

 
 

Figure 4  Alternate shunt connection used for test purposes 
 
Data and Analysis: 
 
 The data collected is listed in detail in Appendix A.  A graphical presentation of 
results is given below.  For each configuration, the scale miles per hour achieved is 
plotted against the power supplied for the locomotive operating by itself and with a four 
car train.  Irregularities in the results are due in most cases to the difficulty of estimating 
Voltage and Current from widely varying values on the meters as the train made its 
circuits.  A second cause of irregularity is that under some conditions the friction tires 
would slip outside and have little effect, or even come off.  This was especially likely 
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during heavily loaded runs.  Without the friction tires wheels would slip, and on occasion 
it could be seen that this was happening.  Then that seemed to have a significant effect 
data was discarded.  But all of the heavy load cases may have suffered from this effect to 
some extent.  (It would be very desirable to repeat this analysis after using properly 
quartered linkages instead of friction tires.)  A third cause of difficulty was estimation of 
the AC power factor for the AC runs.  Many of the power factors observed were 
remarkably smaller than those seen with the Ives locomotives, which typically operated 
at .7 (45 degree current lag).  Under some low speed cases power factor was as low as 
.42.  Under the conditions of commutation the oscilloscope traces were far from stable, 
but even so it is thought that the changes in power factor were significant enough for 
observation.  Further investigation of this issue is needed, perhaps under more static 
conditions with a friction load. 
 
 Graphs for performance for the AC, DC series, and DC shunt configurations are 
given as Figures 5 to 7 respectively.  These are useful for comparing how each type of 
configuration responds to load.  It was expected that the shunt configuration would be 
least sensitive to load, but the DC series configuration seems at least as good.  It is not 
known why the AC response is so much more sensitive, but it is possible that problems 
with power factor, in particular for the no-load case, have distorted the results. 
 

 
Figure 5  Performance for AC series case 
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Figure 6  Performance for DC series case 

 

 
Figure 7  Performance for AC series case 
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 One of the issues of interest is how well the shunt configuration holds down the 
needed Voltage.  Figure 8 plots Voltage versus scale speed.  At moderate speeds around 
50 mph it would appear that the shunt configuration has an advantage.  However, that 
superiority is based on one data point.  At higher speeds there’s no significant difference.  
This is probably due to the high current drawn by the shunt configuration at higher 
speeds (and higher power) as will be apparent soon.  Those higher currents cause larger 
resistance Voltage drops in all windings.  If the Voltage supply is limited to 12V, this 
disadvantage of the shunt configuration would not occur. 
 

 
Figure 8  Voltage versus speed for various configurations. 

 
 Perhaps the most interesting story is how speed varies with power supplied.  This 
really is the bottom line: which configuration is most efficient?  One would expect DC 
series to be better than AC series, because AC series has a bit larger resistance losses for 
a given r.m.s. (effective) current.  That tradeoff can be made for any series wound toy 
train motor.  The big question is series versus shunt for DC, for which only the Lionel 42 
gives one that choice.  Figures 9 and 10 show power versus speed for no load and the 
four car train for the three configurations.  Notice that AC series seems to do better than 
DC series for no load.  For the full train, AC performance is slightly less than DC as 
expected.  (Again, there may be a power factor problem behind this discrepancy.)  What 
is most interesting is how the shunt configuration power requirements shoot up 
dramatically at speeds beyond 60 mph compared to the other configurations.  This seems 
to indicate that the shunt windings are drawing a lot of current; too much in fact.  The 
field windings were not really designed for this mode, and it seems to show. 
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Figure 9  No load power versus speed for the three configurations 

 

 
Figure 10  Four car train power versus speed for the three configurations 
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Conclusions: 
 
 The shunt mode option was a very interesting Lionel experiment.  This mode 
seems to allow moderate speeds at lower DC voltages, as might be expected.  However, 
the advantage is small and narrow.  At higher speeds and Voltages, the shunt 
configuration draws much more power than a series configuration at comparable speed, 
has no Voltage advantage, and the extra power dissipation as heat may present a danger 
of damaging the motor. 
 In a comparable single motor experiment with an Ives 2341, wired for either 
series or shunt mode, the shunt mode did operate (on DC) but drew huge currents and 
clearly was a hazard to the field winding.  The Lionel 42 mitigates that problem by 
having two fields that can be put in series, but that just pushes manifestation of the 
problem to higher Voltages and powers.  Motors that are intended to be run in shunt 
mode typically have many more field turns of finer wire, so that field currents are small.  
The toy train motors, designed for series operation where field current must be equal to 
series current, have too few turns and too little resistance to make good shunt motors. 
 
 
 

Appendix A 
 
This will be assembled later.  For now, the data is in a separate Excel file Lionel42.xls 
from which the figures were developed. 


